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Why should you be involved in the IDSA right now?

Here is what politicians think about it:

> “The IDS initiative is very important, so that companies are willing to make their data available in such a way that completely new applications emerge from it.”

Dr. Angela Merkel
German Chancellor

> “Federal Minister of Economics Peter Altmaier often talks about the ‘data airbus’. The data airbus is the infrastructure. And IDS is the engine driving it along.”

Anja Karliczek
German Minister of Education and Research

Here is what business representatives think about it:

> “IDS is an association where industry and research are actively involved in designing a trusted architecture for the data economy.”

Dr. Ulrich Stöck
PwC Germany

> “We very much welcome the fact that IDS are not only working at a national industrial but at a cross-sector and international level.”

Michael Bültmann
HERE Technologies

> “IDS_ready helps create competitive edge, as it allows us to implement real data sovereignty in the digital world for the first time ever.”

Sven Löffler
T-Systems

Here is what representatives from international research organisations think about it:

> “IDS has the potential to become the best data sharing initiative globally.”

Henk Jan Vink
TNO Information and Communication Technology

> “Industry needs open and reliable standards in order to efficiently shape hybrid value added chains together. The IDS initiative offers companies of all sizes and from all industries the opportunity to help shape the foundations for their future data exchange.”

Dr. Reinhold Achatz
thyssenkrupp AG and Chairman IDSA

Here is what we think about it:

> “Data is increasingly becoming a strategic resource in digital ecosystems. With the IDS, we are creating the architecture that will make such digital ecosystems successful.”

Prof. Dr. Boris Otto
Fraunhofer-IDS1 and Deputy Chairman IDSA

> “At IDSA an international community is working on the missing link in the IoT: a global semantic standard for data sovereignty – rules and policies that determine who can do what with which data in which context.”

Lars Nagel
CEO IDSA

> “The focus of the IDS Reference Architecture Model lies on ‘Certification’, ‘Data Security’ and ‘Data Governance’. This defines on a new level safety standards, control and enforcement rules for the data usage and the traceability of data origin.”

Sebastian Steinbuss
Director Architecture IDSA

> “We have to implement IDS standards based on European values and, in particular, take the competitive situation with China and Silicon Valley seriously and continue to work globally.”

Prof. Dr. Peter Bruck
Data Intelligence Offensive Austria
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